Presence of poorly differentiated component correlated with submucosal invasion in the early diffuse-type gastric cancer.
Diffuse-type gastric carcinoma is associated with a poor prognosis. However, the clinical behavior of diffuse-type gastric cancer is not fully understood. The aim of this study is to distinguish the behaviors of early diffuse-type gastric carcinomas by sub classifying tumors according to their histologic features. A total of 114 cases of diffuse-type early gastric cancer were studied retrospectively. We analyzed and compared the resected cancer specimens according to the histologic components: as poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma component-present (poor+) versus poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma component-absent (poor-). Helicobacter pylori status was evaluated by Giemsa staining and IgG serology. We assessed the degree of cancer invasion and compared background status of gastritis in accordance with the updated Sydney System criteria and serologic markers. In comparison to the poor+ cancers, the poor- cancers had a significantly larger portion of cells confined to the mucosa (p=0.002). Only 8 of the 114 cases were regarded as H. pylori-negative. Although we could not detect any serologic markers specific for gastritis with poor+ cancer, but the serum levels of gastrin was slightly higher in patients with poor+ cancers than in those with poor- cancers. The biologic behavior of poor+ gastric carcinoma is worse than that of poor- carcinoma. There is a close relation between H. pylori infection and carcinogenesis of poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma.